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Answer the following questions.
1

What do you know about the structure of bacteria?

Ans: The body of a bacterium consists of a single cell. A bacterial cell is covered
4

by a thick cell wall. Many bacteria have a thick capsule around their wall.
Many have a whip-like structure called ﬂagellum.
2

What are fungi?

Ans: Fungi are plants that are not green.
3

What are algae and where do they live?

Ans: Algae are plant-like organisms. They usually live in water. Many algae are
present in the surface layers of water in seas and lakes.
4

What is meant by classiﬁcation?

Ans: Classiﬁcation means to separate different living things or objects on the basis
of similarities and differences present in them.
5

What are the characteristics of animals?

Ans: Animals are also multicellular organisms. Their cells do not have cell wall.
Animals eat plants and other animals. Animals can move from place to place.
Answer the following question in detail.
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Write a comprehensive note on the classiﬁcation of living things.

Ans: Biologists have divided living things into ﬁve major groups called kingdoms.
These are bacteria, algae, funji, animals and plants.
Bacteria
Bacteria is plural form of bacterium. Bacteria are the most common and very
small kind of living things. They cannot be seen without the microscope.The
body of a bacterium consists of a single cell. A bacterial cell is covered by
a thick cell wall. Many bacteria have a thick capsule around their wall.
Beneath cell wall there is a cell membrane. There is no nucleus in a bacterial
cell. In bacteria, the activities are controlled by a thread like chromosome.
Many They occur in various shapes such as round, elongate or spiral. Some
bacteria can make their food but others cannot. Many bacteria are harmless.
Their live in our bodies and are very beneﬁcial. Some bacteria cause diseases
such as tuberculosis, diarrhoea etc. are plant-like organisms. Most algae are
unicellular but some are multicellular
5

They have nucleus in each cell. Their cells also have cell walls. Algae can prepare
their own food. Chlorococcum, chlamydomonas, spirogyra and seaweeds are some
types of algae.
Fungi:
Fungi are plants that are not green. They do not contain chlorophyll .Almost
all fungi are multicellular. Their bodies are made of thread-likes tructure. The
cells of the fungi are covered by a thick cell wall. Fungi like to grow in dark
and damp places. Most fungi feed on dead and rotten plants. Some fungi are
parasites. Some skin diseases as athlete’s foot, scabies and ringworm are
caused by fungi.
Plants:
Plants are multicellular organisms. they have roots, stem and leaves. They
make their own food chlorophyll. helps the leaves to make food by the process
of photosynthesis.
Animals:
Animals are also multicellular organisms. Their cells do not have cell wall
.Animals eat plants and other animals.
Fill in the blanks.
1

Chlorophyll
Leaves of plants have green coloured substance called_______________.

2

Cell wall
Animal cells do not have____________.

3

Plants are _______________organisms.
Multicellular

4

The bodies of fungi are made of _______________structure.
Thread-like

5

Algae have __________
Nucleus in each cell.

Tick (

) the true sentence and cross (

) the wrong one.
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The word “Algae” is plural form of alga.

2

Almost all fungi are unicellular.

3

Animals can move from place to place.

4

Bacteria are the most common and very small kind of living things.

5

A bacterium consists of two cells.

6

Tick (

) the right column.

Living Things

Unicellular

Multicellular

human beings
algae
rose plant

bacteria
yeast
elephant
sparrow
puffballs

Circle the right answer.
1

2

3

4

Biologists have divided living things into __________ major groups:
a)

four

b)

ﬁve

c)

six

d)

three

The word “Bacteria” is __________ form of bacterium:
a)

opposite

b)

feminine

c)

singular

d)

plural

There is no __________ in a bacterial cell:
a)

nucleus

b)

blood

c)

atom

d)

chlorophyll

Fungi like to grow in __________ and damp places:
a)

dark

b)

bright

c)

hot

d)

cold
7
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Answer the following questions.
1

Which microorganism causes malaria?

Ans: Malaria is caused by microorganisms called plasmodium.
2

Write the name of some common viruses.

Ans: The name of some viruses are: common cold virus, polio virus, tobacco
mosaic virus, etc.
3

What is meant by host?

Ans: The organism in which a virus reproduces is called its host.
4

Write a deﬁnition of microorganisms.

Ans: There is a group of organisms, which cannot be seen with naked eyes. We
need a microscope to see them. These organisms are called microorganisms.
5

Where do microorganisms live?

Ans: Microorganisms are found everywhere. They are found in soil, air, water, on
your skin and even in your body.
Answer the following questions in detail.
1

Write a note on the usefulness of microorganisms.

Ans: Microorganisms are essential for life on the Earth. Bacteria and fungi
decompose the dead materials. It gives us two beneﬁts:
1: The useless dead material vanishes and our environment is cleaned.
2: The simple substances are used by plants to make their new materials.
Microorganisms are used to produce some food items such as yogurt, cheese,
pickle and vinegar. Microorganisms are used in the production of vaccines and
antibiotics like penicillin. Microorganisms increase fertility of the soil.
Microorganisms are important for many processes inour body. Some bacteria
are present in our digestive system. They help in food digestion.
2

Write a note on the harmfulness of microorganisms.

Ans: Many diseases in living things are caused by microorganisms.These organisms
are called germs. They enter in our body through mouth, nose or wounded
skin. Bacteria in our mouth act on the food remains between the teeth. This
produces acid which causes tooth decay. Eating food contaminated with
microorganisms can cause food poisoning. Fungi mold spoiled cotton, wool,
ropes and papers. Viruses cause polio, cold, AIDS, chicken pox, measles,
cholera, tetanus and tuberculosis. Fungi cause skin diseases like athlete’s
foot. Malaria is caused by microorganisms called plasmodium.
10

3

Write three sentences about each of the following:
1) Bacteria

2) Virus

3) Fungi

Ans: Bacteria
Bacteria vary in size but all of them are extremely small. They are found in
air, water, as well as in the body of dead and living animals and plants.
Bacteria are both useful and harmful for living things.
Virus
Virus is the tiniest organism. Virus is not made of cells but they can reproduce.
The viruses are named according to the diseases caused by them e.g.
Common Cold Virus, Polio Virus, Tobacco Mosaic Virus, etc. There are over
500 types of cold virus. When a patient sneezes or coughs,
Fungi
Fungi like moulds and yeasts are very small in size. We may groupthem as
microorganisms. Some fungi are parasites while others aresaprophytes.
Saprophytes are those
Draw a diagram of a bacterium.
Tick (

) the true sentence and cross (

) the wrong one.

1

The word organism means living things.

2

Microorganisms have same characteristics as other living things.

3

Louis Pasteur was the ﬁrst who observed the virus through
microscope.

4

Saprophytes are those organisms which live on decaying materials.

Circle the right answer.
1

A group of organisms, which cannot be seen with naked eyes is
called __________:
a)

germs

b)

worms

c)

microorganisms

d)

insects
11
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3

4

5

The word micro means __________ :
a)

big

b)

small

c)

very big

d)

average

The body of a __________ is not made of a cell:
a)

bacterium

b)

virus

c)

germ

d)

fungus

A bacterium maybe __________ in length:
a)

0.001cm

b)

0.002mm

c)

0.001mm

d)

0.002cm

There are over __________ types of cold virus:
a)

500

b)

700

c)

600

d)

400

Match the following columns.
Bacteria and fungi

according to the disease
they cause.

The viruses are named

production of vaccines and
antibiotics.
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Microorganisms are used in

decompose the dead materials.

Fungi causes diseases

polio, cold, chicken pox etc.

Viruses cause

like athlete’s foot.

3
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Answer the following questions.
1

What is toxin?

Ans: Germs produce poisonous substance called toxin.
2

How do germs enter through mouth?

Ans: When we eat contaminated food or drink, germs enter through our mouth.
3

What is meant by infectious diseases?

Ans: Infectious diseases are those diseases that can spread person to person.
They are caused by germs.
4

Which germ causes Pneumonia and what are its symptoms?

Ans: Pneumonia is caused by virus, bacteria or fungi, Its patient has difﬁculty in
breathing, Painful cough & fever. It is caused due to contaminated air.
5

Write two precautionary measures to save ourselves from diseases.

Ans: i- Always wash your hands before touching the food.
ii- Always cover your mouth with a handkerchief while coughing or sneezing.

Answer the following questions in detail.
1

Write a note on infectious diseases.

Ans: Infectious Disease
Infectious diseases are those diseases that can spread person to person. They
are caused by germs. Bacteria and viruses cause many infectious diseases.
Some bacteria cause strep throat. The symptoms of this disease are sore
throat, fever and headache. Another disease caused by bacteria is typhoid.
Its symptoms are high fever, abdominal pain and loss of appetite.This disease
spreads through eating contaminated food or drinks. Common cold is caused
by virus. Its symptoms include cough, runny nose, itchy eyes and sore throat.
Virus also causes inﬂuenza which spreads by touching, coughing and sneezing.
Its symptoms include fever, pain and cold symptoms. Measles is also caused
by virus. Its patient has rashes on his face and neck. Pneumonia is caused by
virus, bacteria or fungi. Its patient has difﬁculty in breathing, painful cough and
fever. It is caused due to contaminated air.
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2

How can we save ourselves from disease causing germs?

Ans: Precautionary Measures
Allah has created an amazing defence system in our body which takes action
when any germ enters in our body. White blood cells ﬁght against germs. We
can protect ourselves from germs by adopting some precautionary measures.
1. Always wash hands before touching the food.
2. Always wash hands after using toilet and whenever you touch a sick person.
3. Always cover your mouth with a handkerchief while coughing or sneezing.
4. Always spit into a separate bin.
5. Tap water contains many germs. Boiling the water destroys many germs
present in it. Always drink boiled or ﬁltered water.
6. Germs can enter through wounds or cuts. So, whenever you have a cut or
wound, it is important to clean it immediately and cover it with a clean dressing.
The people who have some infections should not be allowed to cook food
and to work in food factories. Always use a new syringe for blood transfusion.
Many bacterial infections can be treated with antibiotics. An antibiotic is a
drug which kills bacteria but does not damage the body cells.

Fill the following columns.
Diseases
Strep throat
Typhoid

bacteria
bacteria, contaminated
food or drink

Common cold

virus

Inﬂuenza

virus

Measles

virus

sore throat, fever,
headache
high fever, abdominal
pain loss of appetite
cough, runny nose, itchy
eyes, sore thriat
fever, pain, cold,
symptoms

virus, bacteria or fungi,
contaminated

rashes on face and
neck
difﬁculty in breathing
painful cough, fever

) the true sentence and cross (

) the wrong one.

Pneumonia

Tick (

Symptoms

Causes

1

Germs produce poisonous substances called toxin.

2

Some germs enter through wounded skin.
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3

Some animals like houseﬂies, mosquitoes, etc. that carry germs from
one person to another are called vectors.

4

The patient of pneumonia has difﬁculty in breathing, painful cough
and fever.

5

Boiling the water destroys the taste of water.

Circle the right answer.
1

2

3

4

__________ are disease causing microorganisms:
a)

Fungi

b)

Virus

c)

Puffballs

d)

Germs

__________ spreads in our body cells and destroys them:
a)

Infection

b)

Toxin

c)

Germs

d)

Antibiotic

__________ cause strep throat:
a)

Bacteria

b)

Virus

c)

Fungi

d)

Microorganisms

The symptoms of __________ are high fever, abdominal pain and
loss of appetite:

5

a)

strep throat

b)

common cold

c)

typhoid

d)

measles

Always use a ________ syringe for blood transfusion:
a)

new

b)

old

c)

cheep

d)

used
17
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Answer the following questions.
1

What is meant by chamber and what is its function?

Ans: Many invertebrates have chambers in their body. chambers are ﬂuid ﬁlled
and provide support to their bodies.
2

Write down the characteristics of reptiles.

Ans: Reptiles are crawling animals. They live in water as well as on land. They
breathe through their lungs. They lay eggs on land. reptiles have the longest
lives among all animals.
3

What is mucus?

Ans: Mucus is thick sticky substance that protects the skin of amphibians and
helps them to keep their skin moist.
4

What do you know about the parts of body of an insect?

Ans: The body of an insect is divided into three parts: head thorax and abdomen.
They also have antennae at the top of their heads.
5

In how many groups vertebrates are divided?

Ans: Vertebrates are divided into ﬁve groups.
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Answer the following questions in detail.
1

Write a note on the following topics.
1) Mammals 2) Amphibians

Ans:

Amphibians
Amphibians are the vertebrates animals that spend a part of their life on land
and a part of their life in water. Young amphibians live in water and they swim
like a ﬁsh. They breathe through gills. Adult amphibians develop lungs and
survive on land. They have webbed toes. Amphibians lay eggs in water. Their
eggs are soft and have no shell. Most amphibians have smooth skin, but some
toads are covered with warts. A thick sticky substance called mucus protects
their skin and helps to keep it moist. Amphibians include frogs, toads, newts
and salamanders.
Reptiles
Reptiles are third group of vertebrates. They are also called crawling animals
as they move on their bellies. Reptiles include lizard, tortoise. They live in
water as well as on land. They breathe through their lungs. They lay eggs on
land. Their eggs are enclosed in hard shells. Reptiles have the longest lives
among all animals, but some tortoises can live 150 years or more.
Birds
Birds are fourth group of vertebrates. They have feathers on their body. They
have two legs and two wings. Their wings and feathers help them to ﬂy. But
all the birds cannot ﬂy because some birds have weak wings such as ostrich
and penguin. An ostrich can run fast at a speed of 80 km/h. Birds have hollow
bones which are light in weight. They breathe through lungs. They have no
teeth. They all have beaks. They use their beaks to get food. Birds lay eggs.
Their eggs are covered with hard shells. Hummingbird is the smallest bird. It
can ﬂy backwards.
Mammals
Mammals are the ﬁfth group of vertebrates. All mammals have hair, fur or
bristles on their bodies. Mammals give birth to their babies. They feed their
babies on milk. Mammals breathe through lungs. Most of the mammals live
on land but some mammals live in water such as whale and dolphin. Human
beings are also mammals.

2

Write a detail note on invertebrates.

Ans: Invertebrates
We have studied that invertebrates are the animals without backbone. This
group of animal kingdom covers about 97% of animal types. There are two
21

major groups of invertebrates. These are worms and insects.
Worms have soft, long and thin bodies. Many worms are round or ﬂat. Body of
some worms is divided into segments. For example; earthworm and leech. Some
worms are parasites and they cause diseases. For example; ﬂatworm and
roundworms. Worms do not have legs.
Insects form a large group of invertebrates. Insects have six jointed legs. Their
of antennae at the top of their heads. Many insects have wings. Many
invertebrates like jellyﬁsh and worms have chambers in their bodies. These
chambers are ﬂuid ﬁlled and provide support to their bodies. Some
invertebrates have hard outer shells for support.

Fill in the blanks.
1

separate kingdom .
Animals are classiﬁed in a _________________

2

shell .
The eggs of amphibians are soft and have no _____

3

hard shell all over their bodies.
Reptiles have __________

4

on water or more.
Some tortoises can live __________

5

weak wings such as ostrich and penguin.
Some birds have ___________

Circle the right answer.
1

2

3

___________ are further classiﬁed into ﬁve groups:
a)

Invertebrates

b)

Animals

c)

Vertebrates

d)

Birds

Fish breathe through ___________:
a)

lungs

b)

gills

c)

nose

d)

mouth

Most amphibians have smooth skin, but some toads are covered
with ___________:

4
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a)

scales

b)

spines

c)

gell

d)

warts

Reptiles are called ___________ as they move on their bellies:
a)

worms

b)

insects

c)

snails

d)

crawling animals

5

6

___________ is the smallest bird:
a)

Hummingbird

b)

Nightingale

c)

Sparrow

d)

Dove

The group of invertebrates covers about ___________ of animal types:
a)

87%

b)

97%

c)

90%

d)

96%

Match the following columns.
A group of eggs

chambers in their bodies.

Amphibians include frogs,

and they cause diseases.

Hummingbird can

toads, newts and salamanders.

Some worms are parasites

ﬂy backwards.

Jellyﬁsh and worms have

is called spawn.

There are given some hints below. Write the name of the group
of animals keeping in view these hints.
1

smooth skin, warts, mucus
Amphibians

2

tough scales, crawling animals, longest lives
Reptiles

3

bristles, feed on milk, dolphin
Mammals

4

segments, parasites, no legs
Worins
23
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Answer the following questions.
1

In how many groups plants are classiﬁed?

Ans: Plants are classiﬁed into two major group on the basis of similarities and
different ﬂowering plants and non-ﬂowering plants.
2

Monocot is short for what?

Ans: Monocot is short for monocotyledon.
3

What is the difference between the structure of a monocot seed and dicot seed?

Ans: Monocots have only one cotyledon in their seeds. In monocot seeds. there is
a structure called endosperm which stores food in their seeds Dicot seeds
store their food in cotyledons.
4

What do you know about the roots of a dicot plant and a monocot plant?

Ans: Monocots have ﬁbrous roots while dicot have taproots.
5

Write two characteristics of non-ﬂowering plants.

Ans: 10 Non-ﬂowering plants produce seeds in their cones. Some non-ﬂowering
plants do not produce seeds. They produce themselves by other methods.

Answer the following questions in detail.
1

Write a comprehensive note on monocot plants and dicot plants.

Ans: Monocots
Monocots have only one cotyledon in their seeds. In monocot seeds, there
is a structure called endosperm. It stores food for embryo.
Leaf Shape and Veins
Most monocots have long and narrow leaves. In their leaves, the veins are
parallel.
Stem (Vascular System)
Xylem and phloem are scattered throughout the stem of a monocot plant.
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Flower
In monocot plants, ﬂower’s sepals and petals are present in multiples of
three i.e. Set of 3,6,9 etc.
Dicots
Dicots have two cotyledons in their seeds. Dicot seeds store their food in
cotyledons.
Leaf Shape and Veins
Dicots have broad leaves. Their veins are in form of a network.
Stem (Vascular System)
Xylem and phloem are very organized in the stem of a dicot plant like a ring.
Flower
In dicot plants, ﬂower’s sepals of four or ﬁve i.e. A set of 4,8,12 or a set of
5,10,15.
Roots
Monocots have ﬁbrous roots. and petals are present in multiples
2

Discuss the non-ﬂowering plants brieﬂy.
Non-Flowering Plants
These plants produce seeds in their cones. The main examples of this group
The plants which do not produce ﬂowers are called non-ﬂowering plants.
are coniferous like pine, cypress and spruce. Some non-ﬂowering plants do
not produce seeds. They reproduce by other methods.

Fill in the blanks.
1

350,000 kinds of plants.
Scientists have already studied more than __________

2

discotyledon
Dicot is short for __________________
.

3

long
narrow leaves.
Most monocots have __________
and __________

4

organized in the stem of a dicot plant.
Xylem and phloem are very __________

5

Tulip and lily are examples of __________
monocot plants.

Tick (

) the true sentence and cross (

) the wrong one.

1

Some non-ﬂowering plants do not produce seeds.

2

Dicots have taproots.

3

Roots have transport system called vascular system.

4

Xylem and phloem are scattered through the stem of a dicot plant.

5

Non-ﬂowering plants produce seeds in their cones.
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Match the following characteristic with the types of plant.
Petals are present in

Fibrous Roots

multiples of three.

Dicot
Petals are present in

Taproots

multiples of four or
Monocot

ﬁve.

Xylem and phloem

Xylem and phloem

are scattered.

are organized.

Circle the right answer.
1

2

3

4
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Some non-ﬂowering plants do not produce __________:
a)

leaves

b)

ﬂowers

c)

seeds

d)

fruits

Pea, rose, sunﬂower are examples of __________ plants:
a)

ﬂowering

b)

non-ﬂowering

c)

dicot

d)

monocot

Vascular system consists of __________ tubes:
a)

three

b)

four

c)

two

d)

ﬁve

The plants which do not produce ﬂowers are called:
a)

ﬂowering plants

b)

non-ﬂowering plants

c)

wilted plants

d)

beautiful plants

6
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Fill in the blanks.
1

one cotyledon
Inside the seed is the embryo which contains _________________.

2

two
A bean seed has __________
cotyledons.

3

plumule
radicle
The embryo has two parts: ______________
and ________________.

4

testa
The radicle starts to grow and bursts through _________________
.

5

soil particles provides oxygen to the embryo.
The air present in the _______________

Answer the following questions.
1

What is testa?

Ans: A seed a hard outer coat called testa.
2

What is the shape of a bean seed?

Ans: A bean seed is shaped like a kidney.
3

Deﬁne the process of germination.

Ans: The growth of a new plant from the embryo of a seed is called germination.
4

What happens when we sow a maize seed?

Ans: When the maize seed is sown in the soil, it absorbs water and swells. Its coat
bursts and a radicle comes out.
5

How does the cells of embryo get oxygen?

Ans: The air present among the soil particles provides oxygen to the embryo.

Answer the following questions in detail.
1

Write a structure of a maize seed and a bean seed.

Ans: Maize Seed
A maize or a corn seed is oval shaped. It has a tough outer seed coat called
testa. Inside the seed is the embryo which contains one cotyledon. Maize
seed is called monocot seed. Its cotyledon does not store food. The food is
stored in another structure called endosperm. Its plumule is present towards
the broad end. Radicle lies towards the pointed end. It also has a micropyle
for the absorption of water.
Bean Seed
A bean seed is shaped like a kidney. It has a thin but tough testa which is
coloured. A bean seed has two cotyledons. Therefore, it is called dicotyledonous
seed. The cotyledons store food for the embryo until it grows large enough to
make its own food. The embryo has two parts: radicle and plumule. Radicle is
actually a tiny root. Plumule is a tiny shoot.
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2

Describe the process of germination of a bean seed.

Ans: Germination of Bean Seed
When a bean seed is sown in the soil, it absorbs water and swells. The radicle
starts to grow and bursts through testa. It starts to grow downwards. Small
branches grow from radicle. After this, plumule grows and comes out of the
ground. The cotyledons also come out with plumule. Cotyledons provide food
to the roots and shoot. New leaves grow on the shoot and absorb sunlight for
making food. By this time the food of cotyledons has been used. So, they
shrink and die. Now, germination is completed.
3

Which conditions are necessary for the germination of a seed?
Conditions Necessary for Germination
Seed has some requirements to germinate. The important conditions required
for seed germination are water, temperature, light and air. Water dissolves the
food stored in seed, so that it can reach the radicle and plumule. Water helps
the seed coat burst. Suitable temperature is necessary for the chemical
reactions that occur within a seed. The cells of embryo are very active and
need energy. The air present among the soil particles provides oxygen to the
embryo. When a seed sown in soil gets enough water, temperature and air,
it starts to grow.

Circle the right answer.
1

2

3

4
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There is a small hole in the _________:
a)

embryo

b)

seed

c)

testa

d)

cotyledon

The cells of embryo are very active and need _________ :
a)

water

b)

energy

c)

sunlight

d)

food

Water helps the _________ to burst:
a)

seed coat

b)

radicle

c)

embryo

d)

plumule

The _________ of a bean seed also comes out with plumule:
a)

cotyledons

b)

testa

c)

radicles

d)

shoots

7
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Fill in the blanks.
1

compound
The matter composed of different kinds of atoms is called _____________.

2

smaller particles
Atoms are so small but they are made up of even __________________.

3

weak force of attraction.
Particles in liquids have __________

4

The particles in a gas are __________
far apart from one another.

5

compressed
deﬁnite space and cannot be ______________.
Liquids occupy a __________

Answer the following questions.
1

What are molecules?

Ans: When two or more atoms bind together, they form mopecules.
2

What is the arrangement of particles in a solid?

Ans: In a solid atoms or molecules are packed very closely together. They are
arrange in a ﬁxed pattern.
3

Why do liquids ﬂow?

Ans: The particles in a liquid can move over very short distances. That is why,
liquids can ﬂow.
4

What is an element?

Ans: The matter composed of molecules of just one kind is called element.
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Answer the following question in detail.
1

Discuss the arrangement of particles in solid, liquid and gas.
Arrangement of Particles in Solids
In a solid atoms or molecules are packed very closely together. They are arranged
in a ﬁxed pattern. They are strongly attracted to each other and cannot move freely.
They can only vibrate in their ﬁxed positions. That is why, a solid has deﬁnite shape.
There is almost no space between the particles, so they cannot come more close
to one another. Therefore, solids cannot be compressed.
Arrangement of Particles in Liquids
In a liquid atoms or molecules are packed closely together but not tightly.
They are not arranged in a ﬁxed pattern. They have weak force of attraction.
The particles in a liquid can move over very short distances. That is why, liquids
can ﬂow and take the shape of any container they ﬁll. The particles in a liquid
are apart from each other, but are still held close together, so the liquids occupy
a deﬁnite space and cannot be compressed.
Arrangement of Particles in Gases
In a gas atoms or molecules are far apart. They are arranged in irregular way.
They move freely in all directions at high speed. There is very weak force of
attraction among them. That is why, gas has no deﬁnite shape and occupies
no deﬁnite space. The particles in a gas are far apart from one another..There
fore, gas can be compressed.

Match each state of matter with its characteristics according
to the arrangement of its particles.
States of Matter

Characteristics
Atoms or molecules are packed closely but not

Solid

tightly, can ﬂow, occupies deﬁnite space.
Weak force of attraction among molecules,
occupies no deﬁnite space, can be

Liquid

compressed.
Molecules are packed closely, have no space

Gas

between particles, cannot be compressed.

Circle the right answer.
1

Molecules in a gas move freely in all directions at ___________ speed:
a)
c)

2

slow

b)

high

medium

d)

maximum

Molecules in a ___________ can only vibrate in their ﬁxed positions:
a)
c)

liquid
gas

b)

solid

d)

compound
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Answer the following questions.
1

What happens when particles of a matter lose or absorb energy?

Ans: When the particles of a matter lose or absorb energy,their movement is affected
and the space between them either increases or decreases. This results in a
change of matter.
2

What is meant by melting point?

Ans: The melting point of a solid is the temperature at which it changes state from
solid to liquid at atmospheric temperature.
3

Deﬁne the process of boiling.

Ans: Liquid change into gases by heating. This process is called boiling.
4

What is condensation?

Ans: Condensation is the process by which a gas is changed into a liquid.
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Answer the following questions in detail.
1

Melting is the process of changing solids into liquids. Explain.

Ans: Melting
When a solid is heated, its particles get energy and vibrate with more force.
They move over very short distances, but are still close to each other. The
substance expands by heating. This process changes a solid into a liquid.This
process is called melting. The melting point of a solid is the temperature at
which it changes state from solid to liquid at atmospheric state of iron from
o

solid to liquid by melting. The melting point of iron is 1,538C.
2

Write a note on the following topics.
1) Boiling

2) Evaporation

Ans: Boiling
When a liquid is heated, its particles gain energy and move faster. They move
quickly in all directions. Liquids change into gases by heating. The process is
called boiling. The boiling point of a substance is the temperature at which
liquids change into vapours. We can change many liquids into a gases with
different amount of heat. The boiling point of the water is 100C.
Evaporation
Evaporation is a process by which a liquid changes into a gas at a temperature
which is below the temperature at which it boils. If you heat water in a pan, it
will evaporate until no water is left. Evaporation occurs at all temperatures but
if we provide heat to a liquid, its evaporation becomes fast. Clouds are formed
due to evaporation. Within one second, about 16 million tons of water evaporate
from the Earth.

Fill in the blanks.
1

energy and __________
vibrate with more
When a solid is heated, its particles get __________
force.

2

iron
We can change even __________
by melting.

3

lose
If a liquid is cooled, its particles _____________
energy and their
slows down
movement ___________________
.

4

freezing milk and cream.
Ice cream is made by __________

5

______________is
the process by which a gas is changed into a liquid.
condensation
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Tick (

) the true sentence and cross (

) the wrong one.

1

The process which changes a solid into liquid is called melting.

2

We can change many liquids into gases with same amount of heat.

3

Ice cream is made by boiling milk.

4

Clouds are formed due to evaporation of water from rivers and oceans.

5

If we cool water vapours, they are converted into ice.

Match the following columns.
The melting point of iron

are the result of condensation.

In boiling, particles gain

o
is 1,538C.

energy and
Clouds are formed due to
evaporation

move quickly in all directions.

The droplets of water around

of water from rivers and oceans.

a glass of cold water

Circle the right answer.
1

The __________ of a solid is the temperature at which it changes
state from solid to liquid:

2

3

4

a)

boiling point

b)

melting point

c)

freezing point

d) melting and freezing point

The boiling point of water is __________ :
a)

o
98C

c)

100C

o

b)

o
99C

d)

101C

o

Liquids change into gases by heating.The process is called __________ :
a)

melting

b)

freezing

c)

evaporation

d)

boiling

b)

1,537C

d)

1,535C

The melting point of iron is __________ :
a)
c)

o
1,538C
o
1,536C

o
o
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Answer the following questions.
1

What are eclipses?

Ans: Sometime the Sun, the Moon and the Earth come in a straight line and they
cast Shadows. These shadows are called eclipses. .
2

How many phases of the Moon are there?

Ans: There are 8 Phases of the Moon.
What is lunar eclipse?
3
Ans: Sometimes the Earth comes in between the Sun and the Moon.
A pinhole camera consists of which things?
4
Ans: A pinhole camera consists of a box with a pinhole at one end a screen made
of tracing paper at the other.
5

What happens if the pinhole is large?

Ans: If the pinhole is large, number of images will be formed on the screen instead
of a sharp image and ﬁnal image will be bright and blurred.

Answer the following questions in detail.
1

What is meant by the phases of the Moon? Explain.

Ans: Phases of the Moon
It takes 29 and a half days to change from a new Moon to a full Moon and
back again. These changes in appearances are called phases of the Moon.
The Moon reﬂects light from the Sun. As the Moon moves around the Earth,
the light from the Sun shines on different parts of its surface. The half of the
unar surface facing the Sun is always sunlit. The lunar phases are result of
looking at the illuminated half of the Moon from different viewing geometries.
There are 8 phases of the Moon which are shown in the picture.
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2

Elaborate the pinhole camera.

Ans: Pinhole Camera
A pinhole camera is one without a lens. It consists of a box with a pinhole at
one end and a screen made of tracing paper at the other. The light from the
light source falls on the objects. Then the light reﬂects and enters the camera
through the pinhole. Light travels in straight lines, it goes straight to the other
end and falls onto the screen of the box. It forms an inverted image. Inverted
means upside down. If the pinhole is small, the image will be sharper. If the
pinhole is large, number of images will be formed on the screen instead of a
sharp image and ﬁnal image will be bright but blurred.
3

Explain the formation of eclipse.

Ans: Formation of Eclipse
The Earth goes round the Sun and the Moon goes round the Earth. Sometimes
the Sun, the Moon and the Earth come in a straight line and they cast shadows.
These shadows are called eclipses. There are two types of eclipse.

Fill in the blanks.
1

two
There are __________
types of eclipse.

2

common than the solar eclipse.
The lunar eclipse is more __________

3

half
The __________
of the lunar surface facing the Sun is always sunlit.

4

lens
A pinhole camera is one without a __________
.

5

upside down
Inverted means ______________.

Tick (

) the true sentence and cross (

) the wrong one.

1

There are four phases of the Moon.

2

If the pinhole is small, the image will be sharper.

3

The solar eclipse is more common than the lunar eclipse.

4

The light from the light source falls on the camera.

Draw a circle of the Phases of the Moon.
Circle the right answer.
1

2
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It takes __________ to change from a new moon to a full Moon and back again:
a)

28 and a half days

b)

30 and a half days

c)

29 and a half days

d)

29 days

Inverted means __________:
a)

upside right

b)

upside left

c)

upside straight

d)

upside down
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Answer the following questions.
1

Deﬁne a circuit.

Ans: A complete route of electric charges from one end of a battery to the other
is called an electric circuit.
2

Who invented the ﬁrst battery?

Ans: An Italic scientist Alessandro Voltas invented the ﬁrst battery in 1800.
3

What is a fuse?

Ans: A fuse is a short thin piece of wire which is used as a safety device.
4

What is an electromagnet?

Ans: It a wire is wrapped around an iron bar and electric current runs through the
wire, strong magnet can be created. Such magnet is called an electromagnet.
5

What is meant by electric current?

Ans: The ﬂow of electron through a wire is called electric current.

Answer the following questions in detail.
1

What is the use and advantage of a fuse?

Ans: Fuse
A fuse is a short thin piece of wire which is used as a safety device. If too
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large current ﬂows through it, it gets heat and melts immediately. Fuse is used
in electric circuits. It is inserted into electric circuits to protect the devices and
wires against any damage due to excessive current ﬂow. It saves us from
getting electric shock. Fuse also helps to stop ﬁre in case of short circuit.
2

Elaborate an electric circuit.

Ans: Electric Circuit
A complete route of electric charges from one end of a battery to the other is
called an electric circuit. In an electric circuit, the battery pushes electricity to
ﬂow. An electric circuit has some components: Battery (a source of energy),
connecting wire, bulb or other device, and a switch. We use different symbols
to represent the components of electric circuit.The ﬁrst electric circuit was
made after the invention of the battery. An Italian scientist Alessandro Volta
invented the ﬁrst battery in 1800.
3

What are electromagnets and what is their use?

Ans: Electromagnets
Magnets can also be made by using electricity. If a wire is wrapped around an
iron bar and electric current runs through the wire, strong magnet can be created.
Such magnet is called an electromagnet. An electromagnet is a temporary magnet.
It exerts a magnetic force only while electricity ﬂows through it.
Use of Electromagnets
Electromagnets are used in different devices. Such devices are called
electromagnetic devices. Electromagnets are used in fans, electric bells,
telephone earpieces, etc. Special cranes are made to lift heavy objects.

Fill in the blanks.
1

negative
There is abundance of electrons at the _________________
terminal of cell.

2

amperes (A)
The electric current is measured in _________________
.

3

electric circut was made after the invention of the battery.
The ﬁrst ________________

4

Fuse
______________
also helps to stop ﬁre in case of short circuit.

5

thunder
The lightening also produces heat which causes ______________
.

Tick (

) the true sentence and cross (

) the wrong one.

1

Magnets can be made by electricity.

2

An electromagnet is a temporary magnet.

3

The compass needle always points to the North-South direction.

4

Electricity comes from the movement of protons between atoms.

5

Lightening is caused by static electric charges.
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Match the following columns. Match the components with
their symbols.

Wire
Bulb
Battery

Switch

Circle the right answer.
1

The charge that is built up on surface of an
object is called __________ :

2

3

4

a)

electric charge

b)

static charge

c)

magnetism

d)

electromagnet

The electric current is measured in __________ :
a)

hertz

b)

units

c)

amperes

d)

newtons

A fuse is a thin piece of __________ :
a)

wire

b)

plastic

c)

metal

d)

magnet

The magnetic ﬁeld is __________ but this can be shown by using
iron ﬁllings:
a)

visible

b)

strong

c)

weak

d)

invisible
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Answer the following questions.
1

What does the soil contain?
Ans: Soil contains minerals, human (decomposed matter of dead organisms), air,
water and microbes (microorganisms).
2

What do you know about the texture of the soil?

Ans: Texture is also a property of soil. It depends upon the particles in soil. Some
soil have more large particles and some have less large particles. Some have
equal amount of both.
3

How many types of soil are there? Write their names.

Ans: There are three types of soil: sandy, clay and silt.
4

What is meant by moisture?

Ans: The quantity of water in the soil is called moisture.
5

What is meant by decomposers?

Ans: Microorganisms which decompose the dead parts of other organisms are
called decomposers.

Answer the following questions in detail.
Elaborate the types of soil.
1

Types of Soil

Ans: There are three types of soil: sandy, clay and silt. Soils are named
according to the size of particles present in them.
Sandy Soil
Sand is made up of bigger particles which have large spaces. Water can drain
through sand easily. It does not hold water very well. Soil which is made of
85% sand is called sandy soil. This type of soil is rough. Very few plants grow
in sandy soil.
Clay Soil
This soil is made up of tiny particles which cling together. It has small air spaces.
Water is trapped between the particles. It has a large amount of minerals and
very little air. When it is dry, it is very hard. Plants cannot grow in such soil.
Silt
Silt is a mixture of sand and clay. It consists of particles of medium size. It has
large air spaces. Water moves through it with medium speed. This type of soil
is smooth and powdery. It is the ideal soil for the growth of the plants.
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2

What are the properties of soil?

Ans: Properties of Soil
Different soils have different properties due to the nature and size of particles
present in them. One property of soil is colour. There are about 170 different
colours of soil, e.g. grey, brown, red, etc. Colour of the soil tells about its
composition and condition. The darker soil indicates that there is more humus
in it. Another property of soil is texture. It depends upon the particles in soil.
Some soils have more large particles and some have less large particles. Some
have equal amount of both.
3

Write a note on decomposers.

Ans: Decomposers
Microorganisms which decompose the dead parts of other organisms are called
decomposers. Many fungi and some bacteria are the decomposers. They
decompose the dead materials in the soil. In this way,they recycle the nutrients
present in dead materials. Many insects and earthworms present in the soil eat
dead bodies and break down complex bodies into smaller pieces.Then smaller
pieces are easily decomposed by bacteria and fungi. Decomposition of dead
materials has two beneﬁts.
1. There is no heap of dead materials in the soil.
2. Dead materials are broken down into simpler compounds. Plants use these
simpler compounds for their growth, and for making new materials.

Fill in the blanks.
1

burrowing animals also live in the soil,
Many __________

2

relations
Soil organisms have ______________
with one another.

3

medium moisture
Plants grow well in the soil with __________________.

4

silt
__________
is a mixture of sand and clay.

5

170
There are about __________
different colours of soil.

Tick (

) the true sentence and cross (

) the wrong one.

1

Soil is the inner layer of the Earth.

2

The darker soil indicates that there is more sand in it.

3

Soil which is made of 75% sand is called sandy soil.

4

Clay has a large amount of minerals and very little air.

5

Silt is smooth and powdery.
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Write two characteristics of each soil type in the following
column.
Types of Soil

Characteristics
This soil is made up of tiny particles which cling together.

Clay Soil

Water is trapped between the particles.
Sand is made of bigger particles which have large space.

Sandy Soil

This type of soil is rough.
Silt is a mixture of sand and clay. It is the ideal soil for the

Silt

growth of the plants.

Circle the right answer.
1

2

3

4

The quantity of __________ in the soil is called moisture:
a)

sand

b)

clay

c)

water

d)

minerals

Silt consists of particles of __________ size:
a)

big

b)

small

c)

tiny

d)

medium

Water is trapped between the particles of __________:
a)

clay soil

b)

sandy soil

c)

silt

d)

rocks

Microorganisms which decompose the dead parts of other organisms
are called __________:

5
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a)

bacteria

b)

decomposers

c)

germs

d)

fungi

Plants use __________ for their growth and for making new materials:
a)

complex

b)

compounds

c)

minerals

d)

oxygen
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Answer the following questions.
1

What is environmental pollution?

Ans: When some harmful material appear in an environment, they make the
environment dirty. It is called environment pollution.
2

Write any two causes of pollution.

Ans: i. Waste from industries and homes are not property disposed of which cause
land and water pollution.
ii. Cutting of forests is also a major cause of pollution.
3

What is the result of burning of fossil fuels?

Ans: Burning of fossils produces a lot of oxide (sulfur oxide, nitrogen oxide and
carbon dioxide).
4

How does water get polluted?

Ans: Water is polluted by many ways. It is affected by pollutants that come
mainly from industries, farms and sewerage system. Sewage from home and
factories is discharge into rivers. Another pollutant of water is oil.
5

What is noise pollution?

Ans: Noise pollution is the disturbing or excessive noise that causes irritation.
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Answer the following questions in detail.
1

Explain the following in a short note.
1) Air Pollution 2) Water Pollution 3) Land Pollution

Ans: (i) Air Pollution
Air pollution is contamination of air by harmful substances. Smoke from trafﬁc
and the burning of fossil fuels such as coal, gas and oil are the main reasons
of air pollution. Smoke from Burning of fossils produces a lot of oxides Due to
cutting of the forests, carbon dioxide is increasing and oxygen is decreasing in
the atmosphere. Natural disasters like wildﬁre and volcanic eruptions are also
responsible for air pollution. Air pollution is harmful and responsible for diseases
of lungs, skin and eyes. Due to air pollution, global warming is increasing day by
day Smoke in the air causes acid rains.
(ii) Water Pollution
When harmful substances get into water, it becomes polluted and does not
remain ﬁt for drinking and domestic purposes. Water becomes polluted in many
ways. It is affected by pollutants that come mainly from industries, farms and
sewerage systems. Sewage from homes and factories is discharged into river
Oil spills from oil tankers pollutes the sea water that is harmful for all sea life.
Polluted water contains chemicals, bacteria and other substances. This polluted
water can cause diseases. Water pollution is very dangerous for water species.
(iii) Land Pollution
Like air and water, land is also polluted. Heaps of garbage and trash, overuse
of pesticides and chemicals, and improper dispose of sewage are the main
causes of land pollution. Heaps of garbage are the house of ﬂies and mosquitoes.
Heaps of garbage contain germs. Flies and mosquitoes carry these germs which
cause many diseases. If small amount of pesticides is left on fruits or vegetables,
they are very dangerous to people who eat them.
2

Suggest measures to reduce environmental pollution.

Ans: Measures to Reduce environment Pollution
Pollution in environment can be reduced in many ways.
Forests should not be cut down. New plants should be planted.
Untreated sewage should not be dumped in the rivers and the oceans.
We should not use the vehicles which exhaust smoke. Public transport
should be preferred.
Fumes from engines and factories should be ﬁltered.
Government should use safe methods to treat domestic sewage and
wastes of factories.
The things that can be reused should not be thrown away.
Pesticides should be avoided.
Loud pressure horns should be avoided.
Music should not be listened in high volume.
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Fill in the blanks.
1

acid rains
Smoke in the air causes _____________.

2

Atomic
tests
_____________and
wars are also polluting the environment.

3

environment
The ______________affects
the growth and development of living things.

4

harmful substances
Air pollution is the contamination of air by _____________________.

5

germs .
Heaps of garbage contain __________

Tick (

) the true sentence and cross (

) the wrong one.

1

We should use vehicles which exhaust smoke.

2

Pesticides should be avoided.

3

Polluted water is not ﬁt for drinking and domestic purposes.

4

Due to air pollution, global warming is increasing.

5

Cutting of forests is also a major cause of pollution.

Match the following columns. Match the components with
their symbols.
Fumes from engines and
factories

is discharged into rivers.

The things that can be reused

produces a lot of oxides.

Sewage from homes
and factories

depends upon the purity
of water.

Burning of fossil fuels

should not be thrown away.

The survival of every
living organism

should be ﬁltered.

Fill the columns by keeping in view the following example.
Suggestion
Pollution
Causes
air pollution
water pollution
land pollution
noise pollution

smoke, burning of fossils
fuels, cutting of forests

New trees should be
planted and fumes from
engines should be ﬁltered.

pollutants from industries farm
and sewage system, sewage
from homes & factories oil.
heaps of garbage & trash, over
use of pesticsides, improper
dispose of sewage

untreated sewage should not be
dumped in the rivers and oceans.
Government should use safe
method to treat domestic sewage.

loud sounds, pressure horns of
vehicles, high volume of
speakers

Loud pressure horns should
be avoided. Music should not
be listened in high volume.

Things that can be reused should
not be thrown away. pesticides
should be avoided.
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Answer the following questions.
1

What is the Solar System?

Ans: The Solar system is the Sun and the planets that go round it.
2

Which are the inner planets?

Ans: Mercury, Venus, Earth and Mars are called inner planets of the solar system.
3

Which kind of surface do the outer planets have?

Ans: Outer planets do not have a solid and rocky surface, they are huge balls of gases.
4

What are natural satellites and moons?

Ans: Planets have large bodies which orbit around them. These are called moon

or natural satellites.
5

What is comet?

Ans: A comet is a wandering lump of ice and dust in space.

Answer the following questions in detail.
1

Write a note on planets.

Ans: Planets
There are 8 planets in the Solar System: Mercury (the smallest planet), Venus,
Earth, Mars, Jupiter (the largest planet), Saturn, Uranus and Neptune. Mercury,
Venus, Earth and Mars are called the inner planets of the Solar System. They
are solid, rocky and have a small size. Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune are
the four planets that lie in the outer region of the Solar System. They are called
the outer planets. They do not have a solid and rocky surface. Instead, they are
huge balls of gases, so they are sometime called gas giants.
2

What do you know about natural satellites or moons?

Ans: Natural Satellites or Moons
Planets have large bodies which orbit around them. These are called moons
or natural satellites. Our Earth has one Moon. Other planets have different
number of moons. Some moons have volcanoes, atmospheres and quite
possibly oceans.
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Number of Moons of Various Planets
Largest Moon

Planets

No. of Moons

Mercury

0

Venus

0

Earth

1

Luna

Mars

2

Phobos

Jupiter

63

Ganymede

Saturn

60

Titan

Uranus

27

Titania

Neptune

Triton
13

Triton

Fill in the blanks.
1

40,000 asteroids in the Solar System.
There are more than __________

2

Comets
__________
have a large glowing head and a tail of gas and dust.

3

six
Gravitational force of the Moon is __________
times less than the Earth.

4

63
Jupiter has __________
moons.

5

99.86% of all material in the Solar System.
The Sun comprises about __________

Tick (

) the true sentence and cross (

) the wrong one.

1

The Sun rotates around the Earth.

2

The inner planets are solid, rocky and small in size.

3

The Earth has two moons.

4

Asteroids move round the Sun in their own orbits.

5

The diameter of the Sun is 200 times bigger than the Earth.
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Match the following columns.
Earth

Phobos

Uranus

Triton

Jupiter

Luna

Neptune

Triton

Mars

Ganymede

Circle the right answer.
1

2

3

The gases in the Sun include __________ hydrogen and __________ helium:
a)

75% , 25%

b)

70% , 30%

c)

60% , 40%

d)

50% , 50%

Mercury, Venus, Earth and Mars are called the __________ planets:
a)

small

b)

giant

c)

outer

d)

inner

The outer planets do not have solid and rocky surface. Instead, they are
huge balls of __________ :

4
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a)

clay

b)

air

c)

sand

d)

gases

An __________ is a lump of rocky material in space:
a)

comet

b)

star

c)

asteroid

d)

planet
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Answer the following questions.
1

In which direction friction works?

Ans: Friction always works in the opposite direction of the movement of objects.
2

Why does parachute use air resistance?

Ans: A parachute use air resistance to slow down the parachutist and
prevent him from falling too fast.
3

What is meant by mass?

Ans: The quantity of material in a body is called mass.
4

What is called the measurement of weight?

Ans: The amount of gravitational force acting on an object is called its weight. It is
measured in Newton (N).
5

What is inertia?

Ans: Inertia is the property of an object due to which it remains at rest or continues
moving untill some external force is applied on it.

Answer the following questions in detail.
1

Ans:

How we can reduce friction?

Reducing Friction:
Lubricants such as oil and grease are used in machines to reduce friction. Ball
bearings reduce friction by rolling rather than dragging across a surface. There
is a large amount of friction between air and water. A streamlined body of
areoplanes, shops and ﬁsh helps them to reduce friction. Wheels are often used
to decrease friction.

2

Ans:

Write a brief note on gravity.

Gravity:
The pulling force of the Earth is called gravity or gravitational force. If you
throw a ball in the air, it will fall towards the Earth. It is due to gravitational force.
It is a natural force. Newton, a famous scientist said about the gravity, “Every object
in the universe attracts or repels the other object with a force called gravitational
force.” It is measured in grams (g) or kilograms (Kg). Mass depends upon quantity
of material and sort of material. Objects with greater mass have a stronger force
of gravity.
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3

Ans:

Elaborate advantages and disadvantages of friction.

Advantages and Disadvantages of Friction:
Friction helps you to walk on the ground. Without the friction, you would slip
and fall. Nothing could hold on in its place if there is no friction you cant slow
down or stop moving vehicles. Friction helps us to write on paper. A parachute
makes use of air resistance, a type of friction, to slow down the parachutist and
prevent him from falling too fast. Aeroplanes and birds ﬂy due to the friction in
the air. There are disadvantages of friction as well. Friction wears down parts of
machines and slows the speed of moving objects. Due to which engines of vehicles
consume more fuel. Friction produces heat which affects the efﬁciency of machines.
Friction produces noise in machines. Friction also wears away surfaces of tyres
and soles of shoes.

Fill in the blanks.
1

____________
Unbalanced forces are not equal in size or are not opposite in direction.

2

more
The more is mass of the object the __________
is its weight.

3

grams(g) or _______________.
kilograms(kg)
Mass is measured in __________

4

_____________
Streamlined shape of aeroplanes and ﬁsh helps them to move faster.

5

noise
Friction produces __________
in machines.

Circle the right answer.
1

2
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__________ is needed to give your shoes a grip on the ground:
a)

Gravity

b)

Friction

c)

Mass

d)

Weight

The quantity of __________ in a body is called mass.
a)

water

b)

blood

c)

matter

d)

air

3

__________ is the property of an object due to which it remains at rest
or continues moving until an external force is applied.

4

5

6

7

a)

Friction

b)

Gravity

c)

Inertia

d)

Mass

__________ can also cause friction.
a)

gases

b)

liquids

c)

woods

d)

oils

__________ make us e of friction to slow down or to stop moving vehicles.
a)

Brakers

b)

Vehicles

c)

Wheels

d)

Handles

Weight is measured in __________ .
a)

grams

b)

kilograms

c)

amperes

d)

newtons

When two balanced forces act on an object, it does not __________ .

Tick (

a)

change position

b)

change direction

c)

moves

d)

compressed

) the true sentence and cross (

) the wrong one.

1

Friction produces heat which effects the efﬁciency of machines.

2

Gravitation is caused due to the roughness of two surfaces.

3

The amount of gravitational force acting on an object is called its weight.

4

Balanced forces are equal in size and direction.

5

Mass depends upon properties of matter.
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Answer the following questions.
1

What is meant by a machine?

Ans: Any tool or device that makes work simple and easier is called a machine.
2

What is a lever?

Ans: A lever is a rigid bar or rod that turns on a support.
3

What is the beneﬁt of an inclined plane?

Ans: It is easier to move up an object along an inclined of lifting it straight upwards.
4

What is a ﬁxed pulley? Give an example.

Ans: A ﬁxed pulley is the pulley in which the wheel does not move even though it
is attached to an object.
5

What is meant by fulcrum?

Ans: The point of rest on which lever turns is called fulcrum.

Answer the following questions in detail.
1

Ans:

What is a lever? State its different types.

Lever
A lever is a rigid bar or rod that turns on a support. It is used for lifting or opening
something with one end while force is applied to the other end. The point of rest
on which lever turns is called fulcrum. The object that the lever lifts or moves is
called the load. The force that is exerted on the lever is called effort.

Kinds of Lever
There are three kinds of lever. The three kinds of lever are based on the position
of load, effort and fulcrum. In ﬁrst kind of lever, the fulcrum comes between the
effort and the load. In second kind of lever, the load comes in the centre. In third
kind of lever, the effort comes in the centre.
2

Write a short note on the following topics.
1) Pulley

Ans:

2) Wheel and Axle

3) Wedge

Wedge
A wedge is a simple machine formed when two inclined planes join together.
The joined inclined planes form a sharp edge. A wedge is used to cut or split
a surface. Axe, knife, nails, hammer and knitting needles are some examples
of wedges.
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Pulley
A pulley is a wheel on an axle, over which rope passes. The pulley can rotate
about a ﬁxed axle. There is a difference between a pulley, and a wheel and
axle. A pulley has a moving wheel and ﬁxed axle. In wheel and axle both are
moving. There are two types of pulleys: ﬁxed pulley and movable pulley. A
ﬁxed pulley is the pulley

Wheel and Axle
The wheel and axle work together as a simple machine. The axle remains ﬁxed
tightly to a wheel. Buses, cars and bicycles contain wheel and axle.

Fill in the blanks.
1

force
Machines help us in reducing the amount of __________
on an object.

2

load
The object that the lever lifts or moves is called the __________
.

3

slop
ramp
Inclined plane is a __________
or __________
.

4

moving .
In Wheel and axle both are __________

5

Screw
__________
is used to join and hold two pieces of wood or metals.

Tick (

) the true sentence and cross (

) the wrong one.

1

Simple machines change the shape of objects.

2

Lever is used for lifting or opening something with one end while force
is applied to the other end.

3

In second kind of lever, the load comes in the centre.

4

An inclined plane does not make work less.

5

A movable pulley moves together with the load.
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Match the machines with their examples.
inclined plane

ﬂag pole

wedge

electric elevator

ﬁxed pulley

ladder

movable pulley

knife

Circle the right answer.
1

2

3

4

Buses, cars and bicycle contain __________ :
a)

fulcrum

b)

inclined plane

c)

pulley

d)

wheel and axle

The pulley can rotate about a ﬁxed __________ :
a)

circle

b)

axle

c)

direction

d)

place

The joined inclined planes form a __________ edge:
a)

sharp

b)

soft

c)

hard

d)

thick

The three kinds of lever are based on the position of load, __________
and fulcrum:

5
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a)

object

b)

weight

c)

effort

d)

size

In third kind of lever, __________ comes in the centre:
a)

load

b)

effort

c)

fulcrum

d)

lever

